ABSTRACT. Let t, be r-dimensional real projective space with r odd, and let irnDiff* : Pr be the group of orientation preserving difteomorphisms P,-* P, factored by the normal subgroup of those concordant (= pseudoiso topic) to the identity. The main theorem of this paper is that fores 11 mod 16 the group T0Diff+: P, is isomorphic to the homotopy group irr+i+k(&/Pk-\), where k -dlL -r -1 with L > <p((r + l)/2) and dlL > r + 1.
1 -» ir0Diff+ : Pr -* ir0Diff : ¿> ¿ Z2 -» 0 is exact, split as shown. The Splitting is defined by 1 -» f. Thus 7r0Diff+: P. with Z2, the action of Z2 on i70Diff+: Pr being defined by 0 • <p = <p and 1 • tp -£ ° <p ° £. In the case r = 11 mod 16, we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 2. If r = 11 mod 16, then ir0Diff: P. is isomorphic to the semidirect product of Tors ñf+) (v) with Z2, the action of Z2 on Tors Qr+X (v) being defined by 0 • x = x and I • x = -x.
The commutative diagram of fibrations P» --PU]
BSO produces a homomorphism from the A^-cobordism groups to the f-cobordism groups. By the Thom theorem, the ^-cobordism groups are the stable homotopy groups of the truncated projective space. Thus we have a homomorphism r+\(PjPk-\) -» ßr+iOO-Let y -> P, be the (/ + l)-plane bundle over P, stably equivalent to (/-\)y¡, and let 7{y) be its Thom space. Let j : (KO)~ (T(y)) * rf+x+ÁP*/Pk-\) De the/-homomorphism defined in [8] .
Lemma. The following sequence is exact:
(KO)~(T(y)) ± <1+*(&/&,) -» Tors(ßf+1(r)) ^ 0.
Proof. According to [8] , there is an isomorphism Ir+\(k) -* Ar+X(k), where Ar+1(k) is the cokernel of/, and Ir+X(k) is the group of free involutions of type k on homotopy S,(r+1)/2 x Sv-+1V2's; for details see [5] , [8] . According to H. Schneider [5] there is an isomorphism Ir+X(k) = Tors(ßf+1(i/)). Moreover, it is straightforward to check that the diagram <+i+*<PJPk-i) -> Tors(i2r+1(u))
A,+ 1W-► Ir+1(k)
/
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use THE CONCORDANCE DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUP 321 commutes, where the bottom map is the inverse of the inverse of the isomorphism ¡r*\ (k) ~* Ar+1 (k). The lemma follows. From Theorem 1 and the lemma above, we obtain immediately the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let r = 11 mod 16, r + 1 = 21, k = d2L -r -1 where L > <p(/) anddlL > r + 1. Then:
(l)%Diff+:R^wr+x+k(PjPk_x). (2) ir0Diff: Pr is isomorphic to the semidirect product o/7rf+1+t(PXJ/^_1) with Z2, the action ofZ2 on irr+\+kifaal'Pk-\) being defined byO-X = X and 1 • X = X.
Proof. For y as above, (KO)~(T(y)) = 0.
Corollary.
w0Diff+: P" = Z2, 7T0Diff+: P27 = 6Z2, 7r0Diff: Pxx = 2Z2, ir0Diff; P27 = 7Z2.
Proof. Read trr+x+k(Px/Pk^x) off Mahowald's tables [4] . There is no odd torsion in Trr+x+k(PjPk-\) for r= 11, 27 by results of J. P. May or J. Cohen [13] , [14] . Proof. For y as above, KO(T(y)) = 0.
Remark. The following weaker theorem may be easily obtained by means of well-known methods: Theorem 2. Let r = 11 mod 16, r + 1 = 2/ and k = d2L -r -1 wAere Z, > <p(2/ -1) a«*/ d2L > r + 1. 7%e« rAere /j a nontrivial element of order two in
Proof. Since L = <p(2/ -1) = <p(r) there is a commutative diagram with the horizontal map a classifying map for the (oriented) normal bundle of Pr Then Pr -» 4> represents an element of the rth cobordism group of kyx ; by the Thorn theorem that is an element a E 'tr+k{.Px/Pk-\)-Let y G trx be the nonzero element. Then y • a G tT'+x+k(PjPk_x). The cobordism class of R -» .Ç, has a nonzero characteristic number.
Notation. If M is a submanifold of Af, then v(M: N)is the normal bundle of M in Af. If £ -» X is a vector bundle, then £(£ ) -» X is the associated disk bundle 322 ROBERT WELLS and S(£) -» X is the associated sphere bundle. Ä+ = {(xx,.. .,xn) \ x¡ E R,x" >0}. 1 . Preliminaries. For M a smooth manifold and X C M let Diff (M,X) be the group of diffeomorphisms of M fixed on X; let C(MJ[) be the normal subgroup of those concordant mod X to the identity. Following Antonelli-Burghelea-Kahn
[1], we write 7r0Diff: (M,X) for the quotient group Diff(M,X)/C(M,X), and w0Diff+: (M,X) for the subgroup represented by orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms. If X = 0 we write nQ Diff: M. We extend this notation to embeddings. Let F be a smooth manifold and let/: X -» F be a map that extends to an embedding in V of M. The left map in either case is a homomorphism. The middle group in each case acts on the right term, and the right map in each case is equivariant. Finally, it is easy to see that each of the sequences above is exact. We wish to extend these sequences by one term; to do so we define maps mxÍ: (B_2: PV-X)L -A» «bDtff: (Pv-X,B_2) and q£ (N,L: Pv_x) -** w0Diff: (PV.UN) as follows.
Construction ofdx. Suppose x E w,|: (R-2: P^-i)/. is represented by the embedding x: P-2 XI -* P2/-1 x J sucn that x(y>1) = (>">') f°r ' near 0 and f near 1. Clearly there is an extension of x to a diffeomorphism x: P2/-1 x l ~* Pv-\ x ŝ uch that x( v, t) = ( y, t) for t near 0 and xt v, r) = (<p( v), r) for t near 1 where <p is a diffeomorphism P2/-1 ~* P21-1 fixed on ¿¡L2. We define dxx to be element of CThDiff: (P2/_1,^L2) represented by <p. If x'is another extension as above, leading to a diffeomorphism <¡p', then 5c-1 ° x' I ^-2 X / = id so that <p-1 o <p' and id represent the same class in w0Diff: (PV_X,R_2); that is <p and <p' represent the same class, and 3[ x is well defined to be the class of <p.
dx is a homomorphism. Suppose x,x' G u¡£ 0?-2: P2i-\)-We may choose representatives x> x': tf-2x ¡ ~* ^2/-i x I sucb that each is the identity near R,2 X 0 and P¡_2 x 1 and such that x(y, t) = (y, i) for / < \ and x'(.v, 0 = (y> 0 for t>\. Then x ' x' is represented by x", where x"(^>0 = x'(.V>2f) for t < \ and x"(y> t) = (y, 2r -1) for t > \. Let x and x' be extensions of x and x' respectively to diffeomorphisms P^ x I -* Pv_x X I; we may assume that Xt>»0 = M for t < \ and that x'(y,t) = («p'M,') for í > |. Clearly X" is isotopic modulo boundary to x ° x' I fi-2 x Iso *bat X ° X' is a diffeomorphism P^-! XI -* P^., X 7 restricting to a diffeomorphism P^ X 1 -* Pv_x X 1 representing dx(x • x'). But clearly X ° X' I ^2/-i x 1 = <p ° <p' X 1.
Construction of d\. The map 9Í is constructed in the same way as dx. If x G fli£: (7v",L: P^-j) is represented by the embedding x: Nxl^> Pv.x XI constantly the identity near NXO and Nx\, let x: Py-i XI-* P^ X I be an extension of x to a diffeomorphism the identity near Pv_x X 0 and level preserving near P^, X 1. Then x(y, 1) = (<p(y), 1) with <p G Diff(P2I.x,N) and we specify that <p represents 3Jx E ir0Diff: (P^^/v1). The same argument as for 8, shows that 3j is a homomorphism. Proof. We have that the following sequence is exact:
*i& (B-^Pi,-^ -** %Diff: (Pv-uB-i) -* 7r0Diff: P*., -► q,£ (J^.P*-,)-
There are two homotopy classes of maps B_2 -* P^. Since 2(1 -2) + 3 < 21-1, Whitney's embedding theorem implies that there are exactly two isotopy classes of embeddings B_2 -» P^.,. Thus w0¿: (i^.P^-!) consists of just two elements, and it is clear that the image of the right-most map in the sequence above consists of the isotopy class of embeddings inducing an isomorphism in the fundamental group. Thus the map of the lemma is an epimorphism. To see that it is a monomorphism, we examine the other end of the exact sequence. A map /: B_2 x I -* Pv_x x I such that f(x, t) = (x, t) for t near 0 and near 1 induces a map /: R_2 Xj'-> Pv-\-There are two homotopy classes mod JjL2 X {0,1} of maps /-the class such that f*w = w and the class such that f*w = w +1 where w is the generator of HX(P: Z2) or any of its obvious pullbacks, and £ is the generator of HX(SX : Z2) pulled back to HX(R.2 X Sx : Z2).
Since such a map / is already an embedding near R_2 X {0,1}, and since fm : 7t;(.Ç_2) -> ^(Ptf-i) is an isomorphism for i < / -2, Haefliger's theorem on embeddings implies that to each of the two homotopy classes corresponds exactly one isotopy class. And since they are homotopically distinct, it follows then that to each homotopy class corresponds exactly one concordance class. Proof. We leave to the reader the proof that 8X is a homomorphism, and the definition of a group structure on it08: (N,L: Pi¡-X) such that 80 is a homomorphism. By Hirsch's immersion theorem or by the tubular neighborhood theorem, both maps are onto with trivial kernel, and the lemma is proved. Now, there is a homomorphism
where F denotes the space of sections the identity over B_2 X 1. And as in where we write SL(R, oo) in the second case since B_2 X 1 -» id. Finally, the two right-hand groups above are, respectively, Z2 + (#O)~_I0?_2) = Z2 + Z2 and (KO)~-x(SR_2) + (KO)"x(Sx) = Z2 + Z2.
We are now assuming / = 6 mod 8; the summand Z2 in the first group is introduced by the sign-determinant homomorphism GL(R, oo) -» Z2. for | -* X a vector bundle over a finite CW complex, is defined as follows: Let I' be a vector bundle inverse to £ and £: £ © £' -» .Y X R" a vector bundle equivalence. If y: £ -* £ is an equivalence, then E ° (y © id) ° £-' is given by a map .V -» GL(/Î, h). We carry the class of y to the class of the composition X -* GL(R,n) -» GL(R,oo). Since (KO)~~x(B_2) -* (KO)~-x(Px) is an isomorphism, it follows that we have a commutative diagram of isomorphisms
On the other hand it is easy to check that the equivalence -1: yx -> yx is carried by the isomorphism ir0GL(yx) -"* ir0[Px : GL(R, oo)] = Z2 + (KO)~~x(Px) to the element xx, where Xi is the generator of Z2 and x2 the generator of (KO) '(Pi). Since xx has order two, we have that the image of 30 contains xx, which splits back into flhDiff: (Pa-i,J?_2) via x, -» f. It remains to show that the image of d0 is the group generated by xx; it will suffice to show that 90 is not an epimorphism. Let q>: Pv-X -» P^-i be a diffeomorphism fixed on Px such that 30<p = x2. Let i?_, and P}_, be two standard linking copies of /?_, in Pa_i, with P, C B_x. By Haefliger's embedding theorem, we may isotope <p modulo Px so that <p | B_x = id | /?_, and <p | P/_, = id | P/_,. We may assume that tp carries tubular neighborhoods of B.x and P/_, linearly onto themselves. Let P\ be a copy of Px in P/_,, and let Y be the manifold / X P^., collapsed by (0,x;) ~ (I,tp(x)). Then we have two embeddings 5' X P, C X and 51 x P, -** 51 x P, C A-which induce the same map on fundamental groups. The normal bundle of the first is a sum of canonical line bundles plus a nontrivial bundle pulled back from 52 via 5' X P, -* 52; this nontrivial additional bundle arises from the fact that dtp: v ( If M is orientable, let Diff+(M,X) be the orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms fixing X. As above we obtain an isomorphism irQDiff+: (Py-xtR-i) -* 7T0Diff+: P^-j. Let s: 770Diff: Pv_x -* Z2 be the homomorphism defined by i(<p) = 1 for <p orientation reversing and s(<p) = 0 for <p orientation preserving. Then Lemma 1.4 becomes the statement that (1) 1 -> 7r0Diff+ : Pv_x -> 7T0Diff: P^, ¿ Z2 -+ 0 is split exact, and (2) the obvious homomorphism 7r0Diff+: (P^,./^) -» (KO) '(^L2) is trivial.
From the first of these we see that 7r0 Diff : P^-, is the semidirect product of 7r0Diff+: P2/_i with Z2, the action of Z2 on 7r0Diff+: Pv_x being defined by 0 • tp = <p and l'c = foco J where f is the diffeomorphism in the proof of Lemma 1.4.
2. The bordism mapping torus. We are seeking to identify the group 7r0 Diff+ : Pa-! with a stable homotopy group for / = 6 mod 8. It follows from the preceding section that 770Diff+: (Pji-i^P-i) is isomorphic to 7r0Diff+: P^ so it suffices to find an isomorphism of 7r0Diff+: (P^^,^) with a stable homotopy group. The stable homotopy group will be a Lashof cobordism group ^(v) and the isomorphism t: ir0Diff+: (P2/_1,^_2) -» Qy(v) will be a bordism variation on the mapping torus construction.
We begin by constructing a Lashof cobordism theory. Let P*, -* BSO be a classifying map for an orientation of the vector bundle ky" where k = d2l -21 with L > <p(l) and d2L > 2. Let £, -* P[l] -** BSO be the /th stage in the Since irx(R_2xSx U Pa-,) -*"i(r(m)) is an isomorphism and since by restricting the cover Pa_, X R -* T(<p) to R.2 X Sx U Pa-, we obtain JjL2 X R U Pa-, X Z C Pa-, X R, we see that B.2 XS'U Pa-, is a CW(/-1) skeleton of T(<p). It follows that W+x(T(<p),B_2 XS'U Pa-,: ff/JJ)) = 0 for y + 1 < / -1. But this group is 0 also for y > / -1, since iTj(F,) -0 for j > / -1, so that there is no obstruction to the existence of v(tp). Similarly HJ(T(tp),B_2 XS'U Pà_, : 75(F)) = 0 for j < I -1 since B_2 X Sx U Pa-, is an (l-\) skeleton, but that group is also zero for y > / -1 since trJ(Fl) = 0 then. Consequently, there is a unique isotopy class (= bundle homotopy class mod P,-2 X S1 U Pa-,) of lifts v(<p) of v\tp).
We define Proof. Suppose t(tp) = 0. Then there is a 2/ -I-1 manifold X with 3* = T(tp) and a normal map X -* P[l] extending v(tp). By means of low dimensional surgery, we may assume that irx(X) -** ir¡P[l] and ir¡(X) = 0 for i < I -1. It follows that there is no obstruction to extending the embedding P,_2 X Sx C SX to a map B_2 x D2 -* X. But the map B,2 x D2 -* X may be assumed to embed a boundary collar compatibly in a boundary collar of X. Since the map induces isomorphisms in ir¡ for /' < / -3, Haefliger's embedding theorem applies and we have an embedding B_2 X D2 C X extending the embedding R_2 XS'C 3A". Let N' be a tubular neighborhood of /JL2 X D2 in X which agrees with a collared extension into A" of a tubular neighborhood of #_2 X S1 in X. Let Y be the closure of A' -N', rounded corners. Now we argue as in [8] or H. Schneider [5] . Then by the Thom isomorphism theorem and the Hurewicz isomorphism "*(*) ® Q "** H*(X-Q) f°r any X, Tors(ßaOO) is the kernel of Index = L//2, and the lemma is proved.
Finally the following proposition completes the proof of Theorem 1.
-» P(/) restricted to is, factors through a map £, -> P». There is a normal map X -> B" which restricts to E2-^ Ex-* Px. Thus we obtain a v-cobordism y = ß(0 XI U A/-» P[/] where (A(x), 1) ~ x for x G E2. Corners may be rounded on Y so that y is a smooth i/-cobordism. We have 3 y = ß(f ) + 3, Y. As in [8] , the double cover of ß(f) is (5' x 5') # 2 where # denotes connected sum and 2 is a homotopy 2/-sphere. It is easy to see that then the corresponding double cover of 3, Y is (51 X 527-1) # 2. Then the universal cover of 3, Y is R X Sv~x. It is easy to check that the cover 377 of 3, Y with fundamental group Z2 is homotopy equivalent to Pa_i. But-the embedding Pv_x C 3, Y lifts to an embedding P^., C c)j7; since 3¡T is orientable, it follows that 3¡T =ÜX P^.,. 
